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New team on site!

Clive Millward and Gavin Brooker appointed!
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Dear Friends
What progress is to be seen! Seven years ago we were in a desperate state.
There were basically just two of us (myself and Colin Meheux) to open the box to
the public, and look after the site. Virtually all our previous colleagues on the
Project had melted away to other interests and commitments.
What a transformation there is now to be seen! The appeal to the townspeople of
Romsey (initiated by the then Deputy Mayor Mike Curtis) and members of the
Signalling Record Society nationwide produced a core of volunteers, many of
whom are still actively involved – to the extent we got a new Chairman out of it!
And then links to the Mid Hants and, particularly, Swanage Railways, have given
us access to more skills and resources – and the results are there for all to see.
We have seen a transformation on the S&T side with the work that Mike Walshaw
and his colleagues have undertaken over the last year or so. And now we see a
transformation on the site as a whole. Just as with the S&T, it needed one
particular individual to seize the initiative – and that person arrived last year in the
shape of Clive Millward. Clive: Where had you been all those years?!
Clive has been ably assisted on Open Days by Gavin Brooker, who only came
along because his son Jamie wanted to learn how to work the box! Now we are
delighted to announce that Clive and Gavin have agreed to be our Site Manager
and Assistant Site Manager respectively. The picture on the front shows them
adopting the roles you would expect in these positions – Clive as the senior man is
the one watching Gavin do the work!
Seriously though, Clive has actually spent a huge amount of his own time on the
site – weekdays and weekends – and it has meant the site looks better and further
developed than ever it has. And he is now turning his hand to the structure of the
signal box itself. With the agreement (and financial support) of the Buildings
Preservation Trust, Clive will be doing some work underneath the box to stabilise
the structure, which he has correctly identified as having serious weaknesses.
Possibly more than anyone else can realise, as someone involved so heavily since
I first wrote that Project plan in 1989, and in such desperate straits those few years
ago, I find the current situation incredibly encouraging. It’s brilliant to see the likes
of Mike and Clive, not of course forgetting the leadership from Peter, working with
all our other volunteers to take the Project forward – without it being reliant on me.
So a very special and personal message of “Thanks” from the President!….
…..and WELCOME CLIVE AND GAVIN!
Dick Hewett, President
**********************************************************************************************
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Chairman's notes
Volunteer and Site News
The Summer/Autumn period has been busy indeed, with plenty of activity at the
signal box site, and some encouraging new developments. Read on….
Our headline news is the increased activity in site works. As Dick reports, Clive
and Gavin, in particular, have made tremendous strides in taking forward a new
programme of works, and several other volunteers have also very much
participated in this. Furthermore, Clive indicated his willingness to take on the role
of Site Manager, and Gavin the role of Assistant Site Manager and so, for the first
time in several years, we have named volunteers to oversee the maintenance and
development of the site. Such roles have been very much a ‘missing gap’, and the
enthusiasm and expertise of Clive and Gavin are much welcomed - thank you
both. And with their good humour, it is so refreshing to have them around the site.
What is also to be welcomed is that Clive has kindly produced a works plan, and it
is this type of initiative which helps to ensure steady, planned progress, providing
he is supplied with tea with two sugars at regular intervals….!!

As can been seen from
this shot, progress
includes decoration of the
inside of the pavilion,
ramps for disabled
access, artefacts sorted
and painted, and the site
being generally tidied.
Only a visit to the site can
give members a full
appreciation of the
progress…

Recent works have included: pathway works, soak-away for Pavilion drainage,
various adjustments, repairs and renovation of the outside signal and points
mechanisms, internal painting and fittings of the Pavilion and, not least,
replacement of rotten sleepers. It is also worth mentioning that the site is now
pretty much clear of all its former ‘dump’ areas, so is very presentable, providing
that it’s understood that the site is always a ‘work in progress’.
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Anyone who has not visited us over the latter part of the year will also notice the
repairs and repainting of the outside of the signal box. Our thanks to Ted Mason
for arranging these works, and to Dave Kelly the builder. We have a timeframe for
completion of May 2008, by which time the box should be resplendent in Southern
cream and green for the first time since who knows when (can anyone confirm?)!
A second skin has
been added to the
outside of the box, and
undercoat applied.
The work will continue
in the Spring with the
repair of several
windows and a
complete topcoat in
Southern Railway
colours. Note also the
safety bars and white
lining at the foot of the
steps – more of Clive’s
handiwork!

The S&T (signalling and telecommunications) group have continued to meet,
under the superbly organised direction of Mike Walshaw, to restore operating
equipment. Fault detection and resolution has not always been straightforward,
and we are indebted to Mike and his band of technical experts for their continuing
efforts; the S&T group will next meet in February. (There is a detailed report from
the team elsewhere in this edition.)
Good news, too, on Cowley Bridge
Junction, the Friends’ miniature
exhibition signal box currently under
construction by Alan Johnston and
colleagues. I was fortunate to
recently see the exhibit - a
beautifully engineered quarter-size
replica of the real lever frame, and a
superb (full size) block shelf and
track diagram. Work is now well
advanced, and we are very grateful
to Alan, particularly as progress has
often had to be periodic due to his other commitments.
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Importantly, apart from Clive Millward and Jamie Brooker, we welcome several
new members who have joined since the Spring: Michael Allison, Lillian Streater,
Richard Courage, Philip Sharpe, David Kirwin, Luke Edwards and Mary Williams.
Visitors and Events
Our big event, which I’m pleased to say is now firmly established on the yearly
calendar, is the Heritage Open Days weekend. Despite some debate over the
exact figures - as Dick gently disputed the number of visitor tickets issued! - I
confirm that we welcomed 168 visitors over the weekend - the second highest
attendance ever for a weekend. A very big thank you to everyone involved with
the organising, including: Dick for the publicity; David and Marion Canning for their
stand complete with model railway; Gavin and Jamie for their model railway; Rod
Hoyle for his superb photo exhibition, which continued on from July; Neil Kearns
for the operating timetable; and everyone else who played a part - hope you all
enjoyed it. Congratulations also to Rod on the publication of his superb book ‘The
Atmospheric Southern’. If you haven’t bought a copy – I can recommend it: if you
buy through the Friends, all profits go to our funds – a bargain at £11.95 plus post
and packing!
I must mention a very special visitor who turned up right at the very end, 7pm on
the Sunday evening. Who should walk into the box, but ex-Romsey signalman
Ron Bevan. He had not seen the box since he worked it in its last year of 1982,
but that wasn’t going to stop him pulling the levers, ringing the bells, as though it
had never closed….. Great to see you, Ron, and come back and see us soon so
next time we can take a picture!! (You can see pictures of Ron in the box in the
1980s in our permanent display in the Pavilion.)
Ron was prompted
to visit as a result of
being invited to
partake in a new TV
series to be
broadcast on
Meridian TV in the
Spring, about old
railway lines. Ron
is seen here being
filmed at the signal
box site. Broadcast
dates not known
yet…
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October marked the 25
anniversary of closure of the
signal box (17/18 October 1982).
So Stuart Jones, with the help of
Andy Moody, kindly prepared a
photo exhibition of the signalling
which was controlled by Romsey
SB in the last few decades. We
are planning to include these great
pictures in the permanent display.
Naturally, I wasn’t going to let the
25th anniversary of Romsey SB
pass by without a shout. So a
small group of signalmen (Roger Pleasant, Tim Bourne, myself, and - though I
suspect he’d preferred to be ‘firing’ on the Swanage - Clive Millward), got together
in October to celebrate with an operating day.
I’m always keen for members and their friends to use the signal box: after all, it is a
working museum. So if any members wish to have operating events, you just
have to let me know. It only takes a small effort to organise, and even less to
arrange access. On these lines, we had our first ‘younger members’ operating
event in November. Jamie Brooker, Luke Edwards, George Cooper, George
Streather and Torrin Rosindell were the very enthusiastic signalmen, with Gavin
Brooker, Stan Streather and myself the “responsible” adults (but nevertheless,
enjoying the business of playing trains). Hopefully a great time was had by all, and
thanks to all the parents for their support. (See pictures on page 7!)
Looking to 2008, we aim to have a couple of themed exhibitions, and further
operating events for the adults and younger members - however, watch this space
as nothing is confirmed yet.
What is definite is that we will be holding a Celebration Event on Saturday 12th
July 2008, to mark the formal opening of the Pavilion, and to recognise the huge
progress of recent times. Please put this date in your diaries now!
Finally, may I once again thank all our members and volunteers for your continued
contributions to Romsey SB. Thanks to you, we enter the new year with optimism
based on a great record of achievements this year. May I wish you all a very
Happy Christmas.
Peter Chatfield, Chairman
**********************************************************************************************
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Views from the Younger members
operating session:
Cleaning the instruments;
Studying the diagram;
Doing the book;
Working the lever frame;
Staffing the simulator

**********************************************************************************************
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Cowley Bridge Junction
Alan Johnston has sent us some pictures of the progress which was being made
on our miniature signal box Cowley Bridge Junction earlier in 2007. He has had to
suspend work on the unit for a few weeks whilst he has the builders in, but
hopefully we’ll have some more up-to-date pictures in the next edition of “The
Signal” – and perhaps have the actual unit on display in July at our Celebration
Event.

The original Cowley Bridge set up,
including the old frame
Close-up of the new lever frame

The new block shelf
**********************************************************************************************
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Signal & Telegraph (S&T) Report for the December 2007 Newsletter
The S&T working party meets now at four-monthly intervals, so we can report only
on progress made at our meeting on 6 October 2007.
The shelf relays are now housed in smart wooden cases to keep the brick dust
from falling on them, recently fitted with perspex windows so that the relays can be
inspected. We are most grateful to Roger Pleasant for this piece of work.
As an enhancement to the originally installation design, we are now installing
signal-arm repeaters on the block shelf for signals 5, 16 and 18, along with their
LEDs on the simulator panel. A brass-cased repeater is now in position and
working for Signal 16, and Stuart Jones is loaning us a similar one for signal 18. A
repeater for signal 5 is urgently required. Hopefully the wiring of these will be
completed at the February 2008 working party.
The original microswitches that detect many of the levers in their Normal positions
continue to plague us, since if slightly misaligned they can be operated by
‘waggling’ the lever in its Normal position. Where new microswitches are required
we are installing ‘paddle’ type microswitches operated by the lever tails in the
Normal or Reverse positions and these are proving more reliable.
The circuit diagrams continue to be updated to reflect the reality of the installation
and to show the modifications and enhancements being made to the original circuit
designs.
Work is in hand to tidy up the wiring to the outdoor colour light signal No.2 and for
safety to remove 110V supplies from a rather accessible terminal block.
Two areas continue to create difficulties for operators. Lever no. 6, the Eastleigh
direction lever, is often reported as jamming. However, careful operation
overcomes this. When in the Normal position there can be slight resistance to
movement caused by the mechanical locking operation. This may require a slight
"tug" to get the lever moving. However, it is important that the lever is not then
pulled against the electric lock, as this prevent the solenoid from releasing it. A
slow and gentle pull over the first quarter of its travel is normally enough to
guarantee successful operation, and with experience the sound of the lock
releasing can be recognised.
The second area of frustration concerns occasional reports of problems with the
Kimbridge block instrument not going to "Line Clear". During operation on 2nd
December it was noted that the electric circuits controlling this have some fairly
complicated (and possibly unnecessary) conditions built in which may lock the
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Kimbridge block when it might be assumed it can be operated. This will be
investigated further through the next S&T working party.
Work has started to investigate the signal post telephone system with a view to
getting it working. At present calls can be made to and from the signalbox
equipment but the ringing doesn't stop when the call is answered – this may be a
fault with the equipment which we need to investigate.
It is also planned to install a new mechanical disc signal, operated from lever no.
23, and located on the points adjacent to the pavilion.
Clive is setting up a routine maintenance schedule to keep the mechanical
equipment properly lubricated and adjusted.
The regular S&T working party comprises Mike Walshaw, Steve Hailes, Simon
Cooper and Stuart Jones, along with ‘non-technical’ S&T supporters including
Clive Millward, Roger Pleasant and Peter Chatfield. The next working party will be
held on Saturday 2 February 2008 and thereafter on the Saturday immediately
prior to the June and October Open Days. These working party sessions are open
to any member of the Friends – we always welcome new recruits. The more
people who understand the S&T equipment, the more likely it is that the occasional
fault that develops on Open Days can be fixed immediately.
Contact Mike Walshaw on 01929 421 913 or email mhwalshaw@talktalk.net.
(Note the new email address) for more details.
Mike Walshaw & Steve Hailes.
P.S. Does anyone remember what became of our third “acroprop” which was
being used to help stabilise the underneath of the box? It seems to have gone for
a walk – and Stuart would eventually like it back!
*********************************************************************************************
Other news….
Dick did his usual thing at the Romsey & District Buildings Preservation Trust
AGM, held in the Plaza Theatre on 28th November, to a good size audience
(around 100 people, including new Site Manager Clive Millward, and Ted Mason,
the member of the Trust committee who takes a particular interest in the box and
fights the corner regularly on our behalf). They were treated to a rapid Powerpoint
presentation of progress at the box, followed by the short Meridian TV film from
summer 2006 when the box was featured as one of the local attractions for
Heritage Open Days. As usual, Dick’s contribution was well received.
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Meanwhile, in the pavilion, new noticeboards
have been mounted near the sink area. These
will be used for general notices, and specific
work to be done. In future, volunteers arriving
on site will have no excuse for not finding
something useful to do!
The decorating is nearly complete, after which
the floor will be polished and protected.
Various artefacts are being mounted on the
walls, including the track gauge, and, on the
ceiling, the name board from the old brewery!
Current work in the pavilion includes.tiling in
the sink area, as well as final fitting out of
shelving and cupboards, and new display
panels.
The core of the permanent displays which are currently on the mobile display
boards are to be mounted instead on special panels on the interior walls of the
pavilion. This will enable us to use the mobile display boards for special displays,
and also move them out of the way when we want to use the room for meetings.
Other jobs around the site for the next few
months include significant improvements to
the pathways round the site. Paving slabs
will be laid from the gate to the signal box
door and steps, and onwards to the pavilion
(along the route seen here with the
temporary concrete blocks). Sleepers on the
path edges everywhere will be turned and
lifted so they form a kerb, to avoid people
slipping on them.
To safeguard the box for the future, we need
to move the acroprops in the locking room,
and install some more permanent support.
Clive has identified a lack of suitable support
for the first floor beams, and the Trust have
agreed to fund the materials needed. Work
will hopefully progress through the winter.
Once again, much of this will be down to
Clive putting in hours of voluntary time – a luxury we’ve never had before.
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With that work completed, we shall be able to connect some external items of
signalling interest to the lever tails under the box. These will include a
compensator on lever 10 (though we need a couple of right-angle cranks for this)
and a demonstration outdoor shunt disc signal on lever 23. These items will
provide added interest for visitors as well as making good use of the artefacts we
have acquired. Parts may be available in due course for a Facing Point Lock to be
fitted outside the box – any contributions to help us would be welcomed!
Other plans include rebuilding at least one
trolley; and fitting some phones round the
site. We might even try to acquire an
authentic telegraph pole (we have some of
the insulators and brackets needed!).
Anything which has some sort of relevance
will be considered, to make the most of the
space we have available, and increase the
range of things for visitors to see.
As Clive himself (seen here actually doing
some labouring!) said at the end of the
December Open Day: “We currently have
48 jobs on our list, with 15 completed to
date, and two more well in-hand - not bad
for the small group of us attending. Think
what a few more could achieve… There is
nothing too strenuous and some would take
only a few minutes to
complete: after all, Gavin
is in IT but gets involved
and enjoys it” (as this
picture shows!).. “Plus we
have a good laugh. Today
I did not think we could
achieve anything with the
weather forecast we had,
but we fitted the sleeper.
And the youngsters must
be encouraged. What
would we do without young
Jamie and George on the
simulator. And the
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Platelayers Trolley would certainly do
less mileage!…”.
Which leads on to the importance of
looking after our young members.
Having had the successful young
persons’ operating day, we have
realised we need to update our health
and safety policy, and progress a wide
range of risk assessments for all the
activities on the site.
We also need an effective children
policy, and any members who may
be on the site and working/
operating with any of the youngsters
will be asked to undergo a CRB
check. It’s good practice and easy
to implement. Some basic
principles will be introduced – more
information on all our revised
policies will shortly be posted on our
new noticeboard!
Dick Hewett, Editor
*********************************************************************************************
Membership:
Just a quick reminder for anyone
who hasn’t renewed their
membership – my address is: 38
Arundel Road, Boyatt Wood,
Eastleigh, Hants, SO50 4PQ.
And if you want to invite friends or
colleagues to join, we’d love to
recruit them: £2.50 for Under 16s
and Over 60s, everyone else £5.
Thank you.
Neil Kearns, Membership Secretary (seen here helping clean the instruments)
*********************************************************************************************
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Rod Hoyle took these interesting
shots from the top of the ladder
when he was trimming the
vegetation on the railway bridge
by the box!

Meanwhile the fresh undercoat on the
box can be seen to good advantage in
this shot taken during the November
Open Day

********************************************
*************************************************
Signal Box clothing and uniform
We have invested in new stocks of sweatshirts (£14), polo
shirts (£12.50) and T-shirts (£8), focused particularly on
the sizes which had run out! These are always available
on Open Days and other special events.
It would be great if EVERYONE present as “staff” on Open
Days and operating events were wearing some articles of
Signal Box clothing. Please consider making the
investment. Credit facilities are available at zero interest!
*********************************************************************************************
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Equipment wanted!
Peter Chatfield is looking for:
1 x SR brass repeater, yellow distant type; this is needed for Romsey Signal Box.
2 x BR LMR plastic block instruments (pegging/non-pegging combined): The LMR
instruments are not for Romsey, but are for a good cause(!), and Peter will pay
£20 commission each item to anyone who can obtain these in reasonable
condition at a reasonable price. Peter doesn't want to do a commission on the SR
item as its for our beloved signal box, but if anyone were to insist, he'd buy you a
couple of drinks....
Please do let Peter know a.s.a.p. if you can help regarding these items.
*********************************************************************************************
The last edition featured this picture on the back page. My suggested caption:
Gavin: “Did you really come all
the way from Canada just for the
Romsey Signal Box AGM?”
Richard Courage: “Yes – then
they told me that as I wasn’t yet
a member, I couldn’t join in. So
near, yet so far!”
Gavin: “You should feel annoyed
– I’ve come all the way from
Andover.”
*********************************************************************************************
Diary dates (continued on back page):
REGULAR OPEN DAYS (including site working sessions):
Next Open day:
Sunday 3 February,10am till 4pm. Contact Neil Kearns, 023 8061 8167.
Subsequent Open Days 2008 (all Sundays, 10am till 4pm):
2 March, 6 April, 4 May, 1 June, 6 July, 3 August, 7 September, 5 October, 2
November, 7 December.
The Open Day on 6 April will hopefully feature a special guest
photographic display (to be confirmed).
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SPECIAL EVENT:
Summer Celebration event: Saturday 12 July. More details to follow in
Spring newsletter. All members very welcome.
SPECIAL OPERATING EVENTS:
DATES WHEN THE SIGNAL BOX WILL BE OPERATED THROUGHOUT THE
DAY (at least from 0900 to 1800), AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC:
Romsey Arts Festival:
Saturday 12 and Sunday 13 July 2008
Heritage Open Days:
Saturday 13 and Sunday 14 September 2008.
On each of these weekends, it is hoped that the operation on one of the
two days will be the responsibility of our younger members.
S & T WORKING SESSIONS:
Next Saturday S&T Working sessions:
2 February, then 31 May, 4 October.
Contact Mike Walshaw, 01929 421913, to confirm dates and arrangements.
PRIVATE MEMBERS ONLY OPERATING SESSIONS:
Contact Peter Chatfield and ask to be kept informed on plans:
email Chatp004@aol.com or phone 01892 522143 (and leave a message).

Finally, just what was Roger Pleasant saying
to Ken Rye as the latter stood with his mug
outside the pavilion? “Aren’t you going to
make me one too?!”
Any other suggestions?!

If you have received a monochrome copy of this newsletter through the post, but
actually have access to the internet and email – let us know. There is a full colour
version on the website – www.romseysignalbox.org.uk - and it saves us the costs
of photocopying and postage by alerting you to future editions through email.
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